Vesta-Syte® Enzyme Presoak
FOR USE WITH VESTA-SYTE INTERMEDIATE DECONTAMINATION SOLUTION

Vesta-Syte Enzyme Presoak is formulated for use on all surgical instruments and apparatus where blood, protein, and mucous form hard to remove soils or where scrubbing is impractical. This material is formulated for use as the first of two steps, for instrument decontamination, once the procedure is completed. Enzyme Presoak has no biocidal efficacy, and is formulated for use as a digesting agent in proteinaceous soils. Equipment should be sterilized or disinfected by appropriate methods in separate subsequent steps.

**DIRECTIONS:** Dilute 2 ounces of Vesta-Syte Enzyme Presoak per gallon of water in the dirty instrument wash basin or instrument tray. Allow a minimum of 20 minutes contact time. It is recommended to provide an additional 20 minutes for the decontamination step to take place. If ultrasonic cleaning is desired, Vesta-Syte enzyme Presoak may be used in ultrasonic cleaning systems. As with all ultrasonic cleaning procedures, the ultrasonic system should be certified. Allow a minimum of 20 minutes agitation time when using. Use only in conjunction with Vesta-Syte Intermediate Decontamination Solution. Do not add other chemicals. Added chemicals may destroy the effectiveness of this product.

**PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENT:**
DANGER: Corrosive. Causes eye and skin damage. Wear goggles or face shield and rubber gloves when handling. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or clothing. Remove contaminated clothing; rinse and launder immediately. Clean up spills immediately. Wash hands thoroughly after use. Keep containers closed when not in use. Keep out of reach of children.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:** Store in a cool dry place. Nonrefillable container. Do not reutilize or refill this container. Offer for recycling, if available.

**FOR INSTITUTIONAL USE:**
STERIS Corporation
7501 Page Avenue
St. Louis, MO 63113 USA
800-JIT-4-USE (800-548-4873)
www.steris.com

Product Made in U.S.A.
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This product is not to be used as a terminal sterilant/high level disinfectant on any surface or instrument that (1) is introduced directly into the human body, either into or in contact with the bloodstream or normally sterile areas of the body, or (2) contacts intact mucous membranes but which does not ordinarily penetrate the blood barrier or otherwise gain access to the general bloodstream. Do not use to disinfect medical devices prior to presterilization or decontamination or semi-critical or critical medical devices prior to sterilization or high-level disinfection.

**DIRECTIONS FOR USE:** In accordance with the Federal law to use this product in a manner consistent with its labeling. DECONTAMINATING SOILED SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS AND APPARATUS: This product is formulated for use in conjunction with Vesta-Syte Enzyme Presoak. The Enzyme Presoak should be diluted 2 ounces per gallon of water (1:64) and a minimum 20 minute exposure time is to be given to the Enzyme Presoak to work sufficiently. Soak instruments after a minimum 20 minute exposure to Enzyme Presoak, 2 ounces per gallon (1:64) of Vesta-Syte Enzyme Presoak. Rinse in tap water and dry thoroughly. The use of Vesta-Syte Enzyme Presoak is to be followed by an instrumental decontamination step which in turn is followed by an instrumental decontamination step which is to be followed by an instrumental decontamination step which is to be followed by an instrumental decontamination step.

**ENVIRONMENTAL SURFACE OR OBJECTS PREVIOUSLY SOILED WITH BLOOD/ BODY FLUIDS:** In the event of spills on food or water, gloves, masks, and eye coverings. Cleaning Procedure: Blood and other body fluids must be thoroughly cleansed from surfaces and objects before application of a 1:128 solution (1:8, 1:4, or 1:1) of Vesta-Syte Enzyme Presoak. The solution is to be spread uniformly over the spillage area, and a 1:8 solution is to be applied to the object. Contact Time: While the 1:128 solution is inactivated in 1 minute, use a 20-minute contact time on this label inactivates the 1:128 solution. Vesta-Syte Enzyme Presoak is not intended for use as a skin cleanser.

**STORAGE AND DISPOSAL:** Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage or disposal. PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store in original container.
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